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a b s t r a c t 

The 2017 Atlantic hurricane season resulted in nearly US $200 billion in disruption across the Caribbean and 

several US states. Several seeming knockout blows to communities will challenge the wisdom and affordability 

of resilience paradigms that have shaped policy and investment for civil works since Hurricanes Katrina and 

Sandy. With extensive involvement of the public and lawmakers, mid-Atlantic US cities, New Orleans, and nearby 

coastal communities ultimately, and mostly successfully, opted to use pre-2005 civil works as the blueprint for 

future investment. Should options of returning to pre-event normalcy be considered for these latest devastated 

communities? What would gain and what will suffer? While there is continuing priority and commitment for 

infrastructure systems to be resilient, the theory, science and methodologies to do so will certainly be tested by 

recent events. Adoption of a resilience strategy by government agencies requires the wisdom of the emerging 

science of resilience as never before. We describe economic motivations for implementing resilience assessment 

and management in damaged communities and large scale complex systems. We describe the latest understood 

principles of resilience that drive a decision framework. We call for examination of risk-based policymaking and 

investment decisions by the science of resilience. 

Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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. The challenges of risk assessment and management 

Hurricane Katrina and Hurricane Sandy transformed US national pri-

rities in the last decade. Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Maria will ei-

her continue the transformation or lead to yet-unimagined and unprece-

ented innovation and policy change. The environmental movement of

he 1960s, the energy crises of the 1970s, dismantling of a global super-

ower in the 1980s–1990s, new global terrorism in the 2000s and 2010s,

nd the Great Recession of 2007–2009 are just a few to which national

nd global strategic plans have had to re-align. Each spurred a new so-

ial, economic, or environmental reality in the United States and re-

uired a paradigm shift to adequately adapt. Increasingly, there is recog-

ition that climate change and other emerging hazards that threaten na-

ional civil infrastructure represent yet another shift in reality to which

e must adapt. This shift if from risk-based management to resilience-

ased management. After Superstorm Sandy, President Obama directed

eaders at every level to focus on climate change adaptation and re-

ilience in our communities, and further defined resilience as “the ability

o anticipate, prepare for, and adapt to changing conditions and with-

tand, respond to, and recover rapidly from disruptions ” (Executive Or-

er 13,653 [11] ). Sandy called attention to the fact that we face a wide

ange of probable futures for which we cannot necessarily prepare, and
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et from which we might need to be prepared to recover and adapt. The

ntegration of resilience demands holistic treatment of systems, which

s appropriate for the complexity of our modern systems. Research in

he fields of risk analysis and decision theory currently aims to develop

ethodologies to assess resilience and ultimately facilitate much needed

hanges in long-held policies and practices [1] , specifically cost-benefit

nalyses in which the main benefit is quantified risk reduction. 

Infrastructure systems such as transportation networks, water

esource systems, electricity grids, and others are critical for societal

unctioning and therefore their vulnerability to extreme events is of

reat consequence to human well-being. For this reason, risk assess-

ent —a systematic approach to evaluating potential risks —and risk

anagement —steps taken to eliminate, reduce, or mitigate risk —in

hese systems and networks have been formally or informally performed

or centuries. Yet in the past several decades the planning and manage-

ent of critical infrastructures in the United States, including regulation

nd funding priorities, have become increasingly reliant on quantitative

isk assessment [18,20,25] . In this method, risk is calculated as threat

caled by vulnerability scaled by consequence , where threats, vulnerabil-

ties and consequences are described probabilistically or classified on

cales of relative severity. The risk management that follows generally
ord, MA 01742, USA. 
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Fig. 1. Conceptual diagram of the cost of buying-down risk in major infrastruc- 

ture systems. As the risk is reduced, the cost to achieve that reduction increases. 

At all points along the curve, some residual risk remains. 
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ocuses on strengthening individual vulnerable system components

gainst specific threats in order to reduce the risk score or classification.

Quantitative risk assessments are intelligible and effective for devel-

ping risk management practices when disruptions and infrastructure

unction are similar to those that have occurred in the past because the

ffects are well defined. Despite obvious successes, risk assessment and

elated risk management, as currently implemented, have a few major

hortcomings [21] : (i) limited ability to account for emerging threat

cenarios due to lack of past data on performance, (ii) focus on pre-

enting failure of individual components through engineered solutions

ithout consideration of the larger system due to the tendency to limit

he scope to the quantifiable aspects of the system, and (iii) acceptance

f a residual risk without preparation for their eventual occurrence. 

Although there are several other approaches to risk analysis that

ocus more on the process and learning rather than obtaining a final

core, traditional risk assessment is appealing for governance due to

he quantitative nature and the single risk value that is output. These

haracteristics make risk thresholds easy to formalize in policy docu-

ents and to regulate in a consistent manner at the federal level [20] .

owever, quantitative risk assessment typically involves quantification

f the likelihood of an event’s occurrence and of the vulnerability to the

vent. Emerging realities and technologies including climate change,

errorism, and cyberattack, are presenting new threats with uncertain in-

ensity and frequency and the vulnerabilities and consequences in terms

f the extent of casualties, economic losses, time delays, or other dam-

ges are not yet fully understood or modeled. With greater uncertainty

n the input parameters, more action has to be taken to mitigate risk

efore an acceptable level of risk has been reached with confidence. As

isk assessment is expanded to incorporate modern processes, multiple,

ften hypothetical, threat scenarios could point to many vulnerabilities

nd catastrophic system failures that are enormously costly to mitigate

r prevent. Furthermore, users, residents, and other stakeholders may

ave preferences for accepting some loss in performance of one part

f the system over any degradation in another part [3] . One outcome

an be significant funding spent in ways that do not align with stake-

older values, resulting in dissatisfaction with performance, despite the

xpense, or even litigation that interferes with the risk reduction efforts.

A key risk management strategy is to identify critical components of

 system that are vulnerable to failure and subsequently, to fortify them.

his approach can be appropriate for many isolated infrastructure sys-

ems, but when the nature of the threat is unknown, as discussed above,

t is difficult to identify all of the critical components and it becomes

ncreasing expensive to act conservatively to strengthen or protect all

arts of the system against all types of threats [2] . Fig. 1 shows a risk

eduction cost curve similar to those used by US federal agencies to

ommunicate how cost-effective solutions should be targeted and that
20 
esidual risk will nonetheless remain. For most infrastructure systems,

he actions that provide a clear benefit and those that are cost-effective

ave already been implemented. Yet, aging infrastructure is shifting

he curve to the right and emerging threats and are shifting the curve

pward. From a risk management perspective, more action is needed

o reduce risk to an acceptable level, yet further reducing risk through

raditional risk management strategies will have minimal returns. 

The result has been stagnation in investment. As risk mitigation

lans become more expensive and are delayed while funding is sought,

nfrastructure and societal systems are left largely unprepared for

merging and uncertain threats [17] . Furthermore, there are fewer and

ewer isolated systems in our world and the degree of interdependency

nd interconnectedness can be difficult to characterize and quantify. A

isk management approach that focuses on individual system functions

nd components may fail to identify when damage to sub-critical com-

onents could initiate a cascade of impacts throughout the connected

ystem. This is especially true of socio-economic systems. While federal

gencies do collaborate for risk reduction and disaster recovery, fund-

ng decisions are almost exclusively determined within each separate

gency with regard to their own mission and authority [8,23] . 

. Resilience science 

The National Academy of Science (NAS) 2012 definition of disaster

esilience —“the ability to plan and prepare for, absorb, recover from,

nd more successfully adapt to disruptive events ” [19] —is general

ut a useful guiding definition for a framework that can be applied

cross fields. It also points to a critical distinction between risk and

esilience. Whereas the focus in the risk field is on the likelihood of

xperiencing loss (and therefore in managed through to prevent (pre-

are)_or mitigate (absorb) the loss), resilience adds equivalent focus on

aintaining performance even as losses in some systems occur (and so

s managed through enhancing recovery and adaptation) The US Army

orps of Engineers has recently adopted these four stages in resilient

erformance in the 2018 Implementation of Resilience Principles in the

ngineering & Construction Community of Practice [24] . 

A combination of these stages (prepare, absorb, recover, adapt)

nd the essential parameters that are observed in the fields where

he resilience of systems under stress is studied, are proposed as a

ay forward [6] . Together they provide the scaffolding for a useful

euristic for understanding how the functionality of a system changes

s it experiences a disruptive event ( Fig. 2 ). The essential parameters

f resilience correspond to management decisions (critical function and

hreshold) and the contours of the system functionality curve (time and

emory of the system) and can be understood in the context of the

our stages. Identifying the critical function of a system helps answer

he question “resilience of what, to what? ” Specifying performance

hresholds helps define the ability of a system to absorb a disruption

nd the tipping points at which cascading effect begin. Time defines

 critical aspect of recovery and memory of past performance (both

ood and bad) through data collection or institutional knowledge is

mportant for successful adaptation to future events. 

Planning and preparing for adverse events takes place, presumably,

uring a time of normal system functioning. When an adverse event oc-

urs, the performance of some components of the system are degraded,

nd beyond some threshold, system functionality declines precipitously.

he ability to absorb describes the system’s capacity to delay decline

oward critical thresholds or immediately reconfigure so that when one

art of the system fails, it does not cause a series of cascading failures

n other system components. The shape of the recovery curve can take

any forms, and vary in both steepness and smoothness. While many

pproaches to measuring resilience do so in terms of the area of this

recovery basin ”, the key metrics from many stakeholders ’ perspectives

s the amount of time it takes for the full functionality of the system

o return. Memory is particularly important for both infrequent events

nd slow recovery events. In the former, memory of past performance
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Fig. 2. The resilience curve, which conceptually describes the changes in functionality of a system, such as electrical service in communities affected by Hurricanes 

Irma and Maria. 
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s crucial to identifying appropriate adaptive methods, especially those

hat can be implemented at lower cost through operational and behav-

oral changes rather than infrastructure investment. In the latter, very

ong recovery processes lead to issue fatigue and resource depletion so

hat when the system is finally functional and stable again, there is little

illpower to invest in additional adaptive measures. Nonetheless, dis-

ussion of adaptation and evolution of system priorities are important

n order to jump-start the plan and prepare stage of the next cycle. 

. Resilience-based policymaking 

Resilience-based policymaking addresses shifts in societal values,

ncertainties, and time horizons. Instead of basing policies only on the

isk of a hazard occurring, policies should consider the resilience of

nfrastructure and other systems to uncertain future disruptions, includ-

ng both physical and social-behavioral events. Resilience specifically

onsiders the flexibility of a system and its ability to adapt to or rebound

rom a disruption [16] . This adjustment to resilience-based policies is

hallenging for a generation that has internalized threshold-based risk

anagement. 

Adopting a resilience-based approach to system management re-

uires acknowledgement that not all threats can be fully prevented

r withstood and requires decision makers to consider what level and

orm of loss will have to be accepted and how the system should be

hanged– ideas that will be anathema to most stakeholders. On the

ther hand, community stakeholders may accept some loss, particularly

f they cannot afford to pay for the risk-based solutions, but decision

akers may not. Implementation of these policies will require some re-

llocation of funds from immediate concerns and needs to preparation

or recovery from uncertain futures; again, actions that are difficult for

fficials working within budget cycles. Risk and resilience discussions

re increasingly tied to discussions of data, privacy and security as

esilience analysis, or even improved risk analysis, requires understand-

ng the performance and vulnerabilities of privatized entities if a true

ystem-level evaluation is to be achieved. As a result, few resilience
21 
ssessment and improvement approaches have been demonstrated in

ractice, beyond hypothetical or simple case studies. 

Not only is existing data hard to access, but some critical infor-

ation is currently simply unknown. Large businesses generally have

 business continuity plan prescribed for a set of events and electric

tilities have an estimate of their downtime under given scenarios, but

therwise there has been little effort to assess and quantify recovery

nd adaptation processes. Yet it is during the long recovery phase when

mportant decisions are made that establish the new risk behaviors of

he future. It is also during this period when damage to communities,

uman health, and economies propagates from local and or short-term

mpacts to become regional and persistent impacts. Taking a resilience

anagement strategy requires trade-offs to balance current spending

n risk mitigation with needed spending on recovery and adaptive

apacity. In exchange for accepting the current levels of risk rather

han demanding greater preventative and protective measures, funding

an be re-allocated towards resilience enhancement efforts. For systems

hat have already completed cost-effective risk reduction measures,

ig. 3 shows the funding that can be re-allocated toward resilience by

ccepting risk level (a) over risk level (b). In The academic community

s called on to build risk-cost curves for real systems and to develop

ecision models that identify the optimal investment in risk reduction

ersus resilience and recovery improvement. 

. Direction for resilience science and practice 

The science of resilience is evolving. Just as with risk analysis

n the early 1970s and 1980s [1] , even though significant academic

nvestigation exists, the work to develop analytic methods for resilience

hat are appropriate for widespread governance is still needed as well

s efforts to collect the data required to implement them. The Interna-

ional Risk Governance Council’s, Resource Guide on Resilience (IRGC

13] ) demonstrates that there is not a yet a comprehensive approach

o resilience quantification. As such, actions by government agencies

ill likely lag until steps are taken to formalize resilience methods,

imilar to the process taken with risk analysis in the 1980s [20] . The
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Fig. 3. Financial Resources can be realized and re-allocated to resilience man- 

agement by accepting risk level (a) instead of risk level (b). 
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o  
cience of resilience must evolve towards embracing systems-level

ethods and tools for dealing with “unknown unknowns ” in cost

fficient ways that provide justification for investment in recovery- and

daptation-enhancing measures, not just prevention and mitigation

easures. The field of risk analysis has already taken several important

teps in this direction; however, the strong adherence of governance

n the United States with probabilistic risk assessment requires a more

efinitive move beyond this method and into the realm of resilience. 

Risk assessment in large-scale complex systems and associated

nfrastructure projects is methodologically focused on several specific

unctions of the system assessed by engineers and changing conditions

ften lead only to minor adjustments in the existing risk reduction plan.

owever, in large —and again, interconnected —systems, it becomes

ore likely that unavoidable disruptions will come to pass and that

nvestment in recovery and rebuilding will be still be necessary.

esilience assessment builds upon the more qualitative methods of risk

ssessment to include consideration of the interaction between physical,

nformation, and social systems, and more importantly, the form and

peed of system recovery and adaptation after the initial emergency

esponse but continuing until return to business as usual. Resilience

ssessment should offer an approach that acknowledges the uncertainty

round emerging threats and guides mitigation of the consequences

y enhancing the ability of a system to recover from any interruption,

hether predictable or not. The best resilience assessment methods

hould engage stakeholders in determining acceptable tradeoffs in

erformance, prioritizing recovery efforts, and tracking any changing

alues of the community over the lifespan of the infrastructure and use

n order to develop plans for adaptation away from the original design.

Tools for resilience do not necessarily need to be complex; some

nitial assessment needs can be met with simple scorecard or metric

pproaches, while others will need more advanced system config-

ration modeling and scenario analysis. Despite differing levels of

athematical complexity, the scientific challenges are in addressing

ystem-level processes and tailoring methodologies to specific needs.

 number of efforts have been focused on developing metrics that

re applicable to a variety of systems, including social, ecological

nd technical [7] . Using these metrics, agencies will be able to of-

er a quantification of various resilience-enhancing investments to

emonstrate improvements that are otherwise neglected in traditional

ost-benefit accounting. In recent work [12] , risked-based criteria have

een used within multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA), and, with

he development of adequate resilience metrics, a similar method can

e used to incorporate considerations of resilience. The current lack of

niversally applicable resilience metrics as well as inability to formalize
22 
alue systems relevant to the problems at hand have been barriers

o wide implementation of resilience-based methodologies. Advances

n decision analysis and social and economic valuation of benefits

ffer ways to address these challenges, with methods to assess the

mpact of trading off resilience attributes (e.g., flexibility, redundancy)

ith values currently considered in the decision-making process (e.g.,

ost, environmental impact, risk reduction) for diverse investment

lternatives. Further research on this topic can greatly benefit both

anagement and investment decisions for system resilience. 

While quantitative risk assessment has been used as mathematical

raming of risk analysis, network science is emerging as an important

ool to allow quantitative framing for the future of resilience as a

cientific discipline. In network science, the system is represented as

n interconnected network of links and nodes that exhibit behavior

n space and time. These methods have been demonstrated; though

nly for limited case studies where network recovery was explicitly

odeled [9,4,10] . The challenge is to frame resilience as arising

f several major network properties that would provide a universal

oundation to the field with cross-domain applications, similar to the

hreat-vulnerability-consequence framework used in the field of risk

nalysis. The four parameters of resilience (critical function, thresholds,

ime, and memory) will be the basis of identifying and describing

he relevant network properties. This shift in thinking and assessment

ools is needed to encourage adaptability and flexibility in addition to

dequately assessing the tradeoffs between redundancy and efficiency

hat characterize a useful resilience assessment. 

Resilience-based approaches, in common with risk-based ap-

roaches, require consideration of uncertain futures and shifting

alues of communities [14,15,22] . Scenario-based preferences analysis

xplores the impact of multiple possible paths of system evolution and

ecisions over the lifecycle of the investments. This method can be used

o identify investments that enhance resilience to a variety of potential

atural disasters, as well as explore how management decisions are

ffected by the evolution of preferences during the lifecycle of such

nvestments [5] . Resilience policies and investments can be developed

hrough scenario-based preferences analysis, helping decision-makers

nderstand tradeoffs and priorities under a variety of uncertain futures.

. Conclusions 

Resilience-based policymaking offers a number of advantages over

olicy informed only by risk assessment. First, resilience acknowl-

dges the evolution of circumstances in the recovery period. Second,

esilience requires a holistic understanding of the system and supports

dentification of resilience management strategies across the whole

ystem. For example, resilience assessment evaluates interdependencies

mong systems and human/societal values and the potential for cascad-

ng effects. The use of scenarios enables resilience analysis to address

 variety of futures, appreciating the uncertainty and dynamics of

hysical and human/social factors and knowledge and understanding

ver several time horizons. 

Management policies and decisions can benefit from resilience and

isk analysis that accounts for physical and human/social factors over

he system lifecycle, changing stakeholder preferences, and evolving po-

itical, economic, and technological conditions and states-of-knowledge.

he simple mathematical framing used in currently available tools does

ot diminish its utility. Application requires integration of multiple

omains (physical, information, and social) under different spatial and

ocial scales, varying futures, and multiple stakeholders with competing

riorities through the use of stakeholder values under uncertain future

cenarios. 

From the devastating Hurricane Season 2017, there is opportunity

or science and policy transformation. It is critical that risk-based

olicies are considered in conjunction with the philosophy and science

f resilience. The innovations of large-scale complex systems and
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nfrastructure will attend future evolutions of community and societal

references. 
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